Introduction

47
Transient gene expression changes (Greenberg et al. 2016) pathways. The extent to which these processes are aligned is expected to vary between embryos. This 84 will create variation in the likelihood of successful implantation and development. For instance, the 85 success rate of assisted reproduction is linked to the degree of global re-methylation of the early 86 blastocyst placed in utero (Li et al. 2017a ). Indeed, in humans, more than half of all embryos fail to 87 implant or abort soon after implantation (Wilcox et al. 1999 ). This number can be substantially higher 88 under stressful conditions (Stein and Susser 1975) , as maternal adversity reduces implantation success 89 The DNA methylation maintenance machinery enables transmission of established DNA 93 methylation profiles during cell division (Jaenisch and Bird 2003) despite that DNA methylation is 94 continuously remodeled during fetal development and cell differentiation . DNAm 95 patterns established early in development may be maintained (Dominguez-Salas et al. 2014) if these 96 regions do not require extensive remodeling later on. Moreover, the consistent DNAm patterns found 97 in populations that developed under adverse conditions indicate that some of these patterns can persist 98 through adulthood (Heijmans et al. 2008) . 99
Because epigenetic selection removes particular DNAm variants from the population, it may 100 change the observed distribution of DNAm in survivors. Thus, it should be possible to detect 101 signatures of epigenetic selection in utero from DNAm data in human populations (similarly to the 102
Results
118
Modeling dynamic TFBS methylation during development 119 To generate testable predictions we modified the mechanistic model of Chen et al. (Chen et al. 2013 ) 120 to model the relationship between transcription factor binding and re-methylation. Although this 121 model excludes significant biological details, these details matter primarily insofar as they contribute 122 to consistent effects of maternal adversity on transcriptional regulation (i.e., plasticity) or embryo 123 survival (i.e., selection), as these are the processes that generate differences in DNAm among exposed 124 and unexposed groups. We therefore omit several molecular intermediates in the DNAm machinery 125 and other epigenetic factors. Instead, we focus on the variation in DNAm caused by the inherent 126 stochasticity in DNAm and transcription factor binding, transcription factor concentration, and the 127 effects of gene expression on implantation success. In the Supplementary Information we explore 128 several versions of the basic model we present below, which show the robustness of the model 129 predictions across mechanistic details and parameter space. The full details of the model can be found 130 in the methods and here we only provide a brief and non-technical summary of the model and 131
robustness analyses. 132
Each of our simulations started with 100 embryos, and every embryo consisted of 50 cells 133 containing 75 independent genes with one transcription binding site (TFBS) each. Thus, we reduced 134 the complexity of gene regulation (i.e., multiple different TFBS and the correlation in methylation 135 patterns across loci (Talens et al. 2010; Teschendorff et al. 2014 )), to a representation by one TFBS 136 per gene. We assumed ten CpG dinucleotides (CpGs) per TFBS, but the actual number does not 137 impact on the qualitative behavior of the model (data not shown). Since we were interested in the 138 consequences of purely stochastic variation in DNAm, we incorporated no genetic variation between 139 different embryos and no sequence variation between different TFBS. 140
Our model starts at pre-implantation, when the genome is demethylated and none of the CpGs 141 in the TFBS are methylated. We modeled the dynamics of re-methylation of CpGs within the TFBS as 142 a stochastic process that depends on transcription factor (TF) concentration (Fig. 1A) . We assumed 143 equal concentrations of a particular TF in all 50 cells constituting an embryo in silico. When a TFBS is 144 occupied by a TF the likelihood that a CpG in a cell will become methylated is decreased (Domcke et 145 al. 2015) , as TF binding blocks access for the methylation machinery (Bonder et al. 2017 ). This 146 process is modelled by simply setting a probability for re-methylation when a TFBS is temporarily 147 vacant. In addition, methylation of a CpG inhibits TF binding (Yin et al. 2017 ) and hence the 148 likelihood that a neighboring CpG becomes methylated increases. The duration a TFBS is bound by a 149 TF corresponds with the level of gene expression. Since these processes follow simple Michaelis-150
Menten kinetics the binding of TF and the methylation machinery to a TFBS are inherently stochastic. 151
As a result of these dynamic kinetics both methylation frequencies and gene expression levels are 152 variable between individual cells and embryos (Fig. 1A, Supplemental Fig. S1 ). We chose to only Supplemental Fig. S2 ). Finally, we assume that DNAm is heritable during 157 cell division once re-methylation is completed, and, hence, any differences in DNAm established early 158 in life will be detectable in post-natal life. 159
To generate distributions of DNAm in samples of individuals, we first calculated the mean 160 DNAm for each individual CpG within a TFBS over the 50 cells (each of which are either 0%, 50% or 161 100% methylated) of an individual embryo at the end of each simulation. We then quantified the mean 162 and variance in methylation frequency for each single CpG between embryos. TF binding is positively 163 related to gene expression of the target gene, which is also quantified as the average gene expression 164 of an individual embryo by taking the mean over all cells. The default state is a simulation without 165 maternal adversity (Figure 2A ). Under these assumptions, the modelled distributions of DNAm and 166 the relationship between mean and variance of methylation frequency reproduce empirical patterns of 167 DNAm as measured by genome-wide DNAm arrays in whole blood from the Dutch Hunger Winter 168
Families Study (Lumey et al. 2007 ) ( Figure 2B ). Genome-wide DNA patterns are characterized by a 169 majority of CpGs with methylation levels close to 0% and 100% with little to no variation in the 170 population and a minority of intermediately methylated CpGs which show a peak in variation around 171 50% methylated, resulting in a mean-variance structure following a negative parabola (the higher 172 levels of hypo-and hyper-methylated CpGs in the empirical data is because of the inclusion of CpG 173 islands, which show no to little variation in the population and were therefore not modelled). 174
Simulating plasticity and epigenetic selection 175 We used the above model of re-methylation during development to generate predictions for DNAm 176 patterns under plasticity and epigenetic selection in a series of new simulations with the aim to find a 177 DNAm signature of epigenetic selection in cohorts exposed to maternal adversity. Under plasticity, 178 transcription factor concentration [TF] responds in a coordinated adaptive response to the nutritional 179 conditions in utero (Fig. 1B) . We therefore modeled plasticity by increasing or decreasing [TF] upon 180 maternal adversity and studied its effects on the DNAm of the corresponding TFBS. In contrast, under 181 epigenetic selection there are no systematic differences in [TF] in utero. Instead, under epigenetic 182 selection maternal adversity reduces overall embryo survival by favoring embryos with particular gene 183 expression levels (i.e., those favorable for successful implantation and survival). That is, under this 184 scenario there is selection of a subset of the stochastically arising DNAm profiles (Fig. 1C) . 185
For each simulated scenario, we modelled 150 genes, 75 'target genes' that either respond 186 plastically (plasticity model) or influence the probability of survival (epigenetic selection model), and 187 75 'control genes', in a population of embryos with or without maternal adversity. At the end of each 188 simulation, when the in silico 'genome' has completed its re-methylation (i.e., the DNAm levels 189 remain stable), we characterized the resulting DNAm patterns in each group of embryos. Because the 190 number of embryos is reduced by selection, and this may influence the comparison to the plasticity 191 scenario, we started these simulations with a larger number of embryos and used random subsampling 192 to maintain the same population size across all comparisons. 193
Model predictions for epigenetic selection
194
Both plasticity and epigenetic selection caused a shift in mean methylation at the individual CpGs 195 linked to the 75 target genes with a role in plasticity or survival (both increases and decreases in mean 196
DNAm were observed, data not shown). The model simulations showed that, under plasticity, the 197 relationship between the mean and variance in methylation was the same in groups of exposed and 198 unexposed individuals ( Figure 3A) . In contrast, epigenetic selection reduced the variance in DNAm at 199 range of mean DNAm levels ( Figure 3B , Supplemental Figure S3 ). The relationship between the mean 201 and variance for control genes (i.e., genes whose expression does not contribute to embryo survival) 202 was unaffected by selection ( Figure 2C ). As expected, the disparity in DNAm profiles between 203 embryos surviving under adverse conditions and controls increased with the intensity of selection, that 204 is, when fewer individual embryos survived ( Figure 2D , see also Supplemental Figure S3) . Hence, the 205 model singles out a modest, but consistent, reduction in variance in DNAm across its entire range (e.g. 206 from 0-100%) as a key feature of epigenetic selection. 207
Robustness Analyses
208
To study the robustness of the variance reduction under epigenetic selection, we performed 209 simulations under different parameter setting, as well as for models with additional molecular detail or 210 alternative assumptions. In a large parameter and scenario space, variance was reduced under selection 211 compared to control conditions (Supplemental Information). Most importantly, the results of the 212 model were robust also under conditions causing lower DNAm maintenance and re-methylation, for 213 instance through a shortage of essential (micro-)nutrients for the methylation machinery. Indeed, only 214 at extreme parameter values for methylation maintenance does the introduced variation in DNAm 215 upon re-methylation becomes sufficiently large to make the effect of epigenetic selection on the mean-216 variance relationship undetectable (Supplemental Fig. S4 ). The predicted effect of epigenetic selection 217 on variance reduction was also robust when other relationships between TF binding and the 218 methylation machinery, e.g. when different proportions of TFBSs with TFs recruiting or inhibiting de 219 novo methylation, are modelled (Supplemental Fig. S2 ). These results were obtained from simulations 220 in which all cells had equal concentrations of TF within an embryo. However, in reality a gradient of 221 TF concentration exists for many important developmental TFs. Such a gradient has no considerable 222 effect on variance reduction when epigenetic selection is acting (Supplemental Figure S5 ). Despite this 223 robustness, it is important to highlight that due the stochastic nature of the modelled re-methylation 224 and selection process itself not all individual simulations show a decrease in mean-variance, nor are 225 they expected to. 226
Evaluating model predictions in empirical data
227
To illustrate how to test for this reduction in variance in empirical DNAm data, and to look for support 228 for epigenetic selection in a human population, we used genome-wide DNAm data in whole blood for 229 422 individuals prenatally exposed to the Dutch Famine and 463 unexposed (sibling) controls 230 (Supplemental Table 1 ). The Dutch Famine is considered a quasi-experimental setting and we 231 previously reported on DNAm patterns associated with prenatal famine exposure , 232 2015, 2009), identifying early gestation as a particular sensitive developmental time-frame. 233
We compared the variance in DNAm in prenatally exposed individuals and controls across all 234
individual CpGs putatively associated with famine exposure (at P<0.001) during 10-week time-235 frames, or during any of these gestational time-frames ("any famine exposure"). These loci are 236 enriched for CpGs with intermediate levels of DNAm at (developmental) enhancers and promoters 237 devoid of CpG islands ). These famine-associated CpGs were contrasted to 1000 238 randomly selected control CpGs that had a similar mean and variance as the famine-associated CpGs 239 in the prenatally unexposed, but that were not associated with prenatal famine exposure (P>0.2). 240
Selecting a set of CpGs with the same mean-variance structure ensures that the comparison is not 241 confounded by differences in the mean and variance of the selected subset itself. 242
The variance in DNA methylation at famine-associated CpGs was significantly lower in 243 individuals whose mothers were exposed to the height of the famine in the 10 weeks before conception 244 (ΔSD=-0.2%, P FDR =0.031, Figure 4A ). A similar reduction was found in individuals exposed during 245 weeks 21-30 of gestation (ΔSD=-0.3%, P FDR =0.031, Figure 4B ), but not for the other 10-week time 246
frames, nor when all time frames were combined (Table 1) . Both sets of 'control' CpGs showed no 247 difference in variance (Table 1) . Similar results were obtained when the exposed individuals were 248 compared to their same-sex, unexposed sibling controls (Supplemental Table S2 ). The lower variance 249 in DNAm in exposed individuals is similar to the model predictions under epigenetic selection. 250
251
Discussion
252
Our main aims in this paper were to (i) examine epigenetic selection as a possible explanation for the 253 observed associations between prenatal adversity and DNAm in children and adults, (ii) use a basic 254 mechanistic model in combination with individual-based simulations to identify predictions for the 255 effect of epigenetic selection on DNAm patterns in exposed and control populations, and (iii) 256 demonstrate how to test these predictions on empirical DNAm data and provide a first assessment of 257 the merits of the epigenetic selection hypothesis. The model showed that epigenetic selection reduces 258 the observed DNAm variance of DNAm in exposed compared to unexposed populations. The variance 259 in DNAm may therefore be used as an indicator of epigenetic selection. A first test of this hypothesis 260
suggests that epigenetic selection may indeed be a tenable explanation for the DNAm patterns 261 observed in individuals exposed to maternal adversity during the earliest stages of development in 262
utero. 263
Epigenetic selection is particularly important to consider when prenatal adversity occurs 264 shortly after conception. Epigenetic selection is a plausible process in very early gestation because 265 mortality during human embryonic development is highest directly before and after implantation 266 (Macklon et al. 2002; Wilcox et al. 1999 ). This period is largely captured in the Dutch Hunger Winter 267
Families study by those pregnancies exposure to famine for at least 10 continues weeks before 268 conception. These individuals were conceived at the height of the famine, when rations fell to 500 269 kcal/day, and the DNAm variance reduction in this exposed group was indeed observed. There was a 270 similar variance reduction for individuals exposed anytime during the first two trimesters, although 271 this was statistically significant only for gestational weeks 21-30. Overall, these preliminary results 272 indicate that the DNAm pattern associated with early gestational adversity may have been generated 273 by the selective survival of embryos with particular DNAm profiles rather than by embryo plasticity. 274
However, detecting a signature of epigenetic selection does not rule out that DNAm in 275 embryos could also respond directly to maternal adversity; both processes may occur simultaneously. 276
Plasticity may be a better explanation for mean changes in DNAm that occur late in gestation, when 277 mortality is lower, as it could aid the fetus to better cope with the adverse intrauterine environment. 278
Furthermore, environmental cues become more relevant for predicting postnatal conditions closer to 279 birth (Nettle et al. 2013 ). An interesting example to explore may be the well-established link between 280 growth in late gestation, reduced nephron number and its associated increased risk for hypertension 281 estimates on Darwinian fitness are difficult to obtain in modern societies. Ruling out epigenetic 284 selection may therefore be especially important to studies that invoke adaptive plasticity to explain 285 associations between maternal adversity, DNAm, and phenotypic characters. 286
Our test for a signature of epigenetic selection in empirical data of the Dutch Famine is only a 287 first step to investigate the scope for the epigenetic selection hypothesis. More detailed studies are 288 needed, in particular since we were only able to measure the DNAm patterns in blood six decades after 289 the exposure. Furthermore, only moderate differences in variance were observed in the quasi-290 experimental setting of the Dutch Famine, despite the severe nutritional deprivation. Moreover, our 291 simulations suggest that the stochastic nature of re-methylation means that large data sets are required 292 to robustly identify regions with a lower-than-expected DNAm variance. The recent formation of large 293 consortia with detailed information on contemporary prenatal conditions and genome-scale DNAm 294 data holds great potential in this respect (Felix et al. 2017 ). Experimental studies in animal models is 295 another promising route to provide more direct tests for epigenetic selection. 296
From a theoretical perspective, it will be important to also study how different factors such as 297 age and tissue heterogeneity, DNA sequence variation and the developmental process itself (e.g., 298
canalization (Pujadas and Feinberg 2012)) can affect the variance of DNAm. In particular, a reduced 299 variance could reflect a more canalized regulation of gene expression. Although the key predictions 300 were unaffected by a number of mechanistic detail regarding the process of re-methylation, including 301 that plasticity is caused by shortage of substrate or co-factors (e.g. a lower rate of re-methylation and 302 maintenance), it is important to note that the magnitude of the reduction in variance can be affected. 303
Indeed, other forms of selection (e.g., increased survival of both extremes of a distribution) may 304 increase the variance within a population. Another possibility is to impose selection within, rather than 305 between, blastocysts. Selection of particular cells within an embryo occurs during normal development 306 blame on past generations for the diseases of our own (Richardson et al. 2014) . 327
In summary, we propose that differential survival of embryos with particular epigenetic 328 profiles ('epigenetic selection') is a tenable explanation for the observed late-life differences in DNAm 329 after early prenatal adversity in humans. By formulating and modelling this alternative, we show that 330 it generates predictions that can be tested using data that are available in human populations. 
Methods
336
Mathematical model 337 We modelled CpGs (a vector, M), which can be in a methylated or un-methylated state. Generally, 338 transcription factors (TFs) and proteins that methylate CpGs compete for binding to the DNA 339 
where l is the number of modifiable loci (CpGs) in the TFBS, and q is the effect of methylation of a 364 single locus on ω ij . This is 1 if methylation has no effect or >1 for a negative effect of methylation on 365 transcription. Parameter M ijk thus describes the methylation status for each TFBS at the kth locus, in 366 the jth cell for the ith individual. In all simulation that follow we set q = 1.2. Figure S2 The dynamics of re-methylation over time is defined by the probability of an un-methylated 370 site becoming methylated and vice versa. The probability of methylation of an un-methylated site is 371 inversely related to the binding of a transcription factor, i.e., 372
where M ijk,t and M ijk,t+1 are the states of methylation of the kth locus (individual i and cell j) in a TFBS 374 at times t and t+1 respectively, and G is the gene expression (eq. [1], Figure S1B ). Therefore, the 375 probability of a locus to remain un-methylated is equal to the concentration of a transcription factor. 376
We assume that the latter is independent of transcription, i.e., 377
where m is a constant (Supplemental Fig. S6C ). The probability that a CpG site loses its methylation is 379
therefore (1-m). 380
We initiate every simulation with a transcription factor concentration and all loci begin as un-381 methylated, i.e. all values of M are set to zero. We simulated 'genes' with different levels of 382 expression by stepwise increasing [TF] (details in Table S3 ). Gene expression is calculated per cell 383 ( Figure S2) is methylated when this random number is lower than the probability calculated under eq. [3]. In the 388 next time step, some sites will be methylated, while others remain un-methylated. Again by eq. [2] we 389 determine the methylation status of every site and determine the probability of methylation for sites 390 that are not methylated. However, for sites that are methylated we determine the probability that this 391 methylation is maintained, according to eq. [4]. Therefore, for every time step we iterate over all 392 individuals, cells and TFBS and CpGs within TFBS and determine states and state changes. For every 393 time step we can calculate the gene expression of an individual by taking the mean over all cells 394 (Supplemental Fig. S7 ). Furthermore, for every CpG site we can do the same (Supplemental Fig. S8) . 395
Note that for a specific gene we therefore generate one gene expression level, while multiple mean 396 levels of methylation exist (compare Supplemental Fig. S7 with S8) . 397
Simulations
398
For the epigenetic selection hypothesis, the likelihood of implantation of an embryo depends on its 399 gene expression level, which itself is not caused by maternal adversity but varies as a result of the 400 of the simulation. As above, the mean and standard deviation in methylation frequencies were 415 computed for individuals CpG dinucleotides and mean and standard deviation were compared between 416 controls and cases (see Figure 2A) . All values of constants used can be found in Table S3 . Means andstandard deviations were calculated in the in the R programming environment (R Development Core 418
Team, 2009), while all simulations were performed in C++. 419
Study subjects
420
The Dutch Hunger Winter Families study is described in detail elsewhere (Lumey et al. 2007 ). In 421 short, historical birth records were retrieved from three institutions in famine-exposed cities in the 422 Western Netherlands. In total 2,417 singleton births between 1 February 1945 and 31 March 1946 of 423 infants whose mothers were exposed to the famine during or immediately preceding that pregnancy 424 were identified. In the birth records of the same institutions we sampled an additional 890 births from 425 mothers not exposed to famine during this pregnancy from 1943 and 1947 to serve as time-controls. 426
An address was obtained for 95% of the individuals (2,300 individuals). These were invited to 427 participate in a telephone interview and in a clinical examination, together with a same-sex sibling not 428 exposed to the famine to serve as a family-control. We have thus collected both family controls of 429 exposure by the number of weeks during which the mother was exposed to <900 kcal/day after the last 440 menstrual period (LMP) recorded on the birth record (or when missing or implausible [12%], as 441 estimated from the LMP calculated from the birth weights and the date of birth (Lumey et al. 2007) . 442
We considered the mother exposed in gestational weeks 1-10, 11-20, 21-30, or 31 to delivery if these 443 gestational time windows were entirely contained within this period and had an average exposure of 444 <900kcal/day during an entire gestation period of 10 weeks. As the famine lasted 6-months some 1945 who were exposed to extreme famine but for shorter periods. Individuals with a LMP between 1 452
February and 12 May 1945 were exposed to an average of <900kcal/day for an entire 10 weeks before 453 conception (and up to 8 weeks post-conception) and are denoted as the "preconception" group. 454
455
DNA methylation data
456
DNAm was measured using the Illumina Infinium Human Methylation 450K BeadChip (450k array) 457 and described in detail elsewhere . Briefly, samples were randomly distributed 458 ensuring similar distributions of exposure periods, sex ratios and mean ages per 96-well plate and 459 450K array, keeping sibling pairs together, but randomly assigned to either the left or right column of 460 the 450K array. We assessed data quality using both sample dependent and sample independent 461 quality metrics using the Bioconductor package MethylAid data. Individual measurements with a detection p-value > 0.01 or zero intensity value in the used 468 color-channel were set as missing. The measurement success rate per sample was >99%. Next, we 469 removed a-specific/polymorphic, non-autosomal, <95% success rate, and completely methylated or 470 unmethylated (in bisulfite sequencing datasets) probes. 471
Statistics
472
We previously used generalized estimation equations (GEE) with a Gaussian link function to evaluate 473 the association between DNAm percentage (the 450k array β-value x 100) and famine exposure, and 474 the analyses here follow this work . In short, to identify CpGs associated with famine 475
we ran a separate analysis per 10-week exposure period and for 'any' gestational exposure, comparing 476 individuals that meet an exposure definition to all 463 prenatally unexposed time-and family-controls. 477
Using GEE, we controlled for correlation within sibships and adjusted for age, gender, row on the 478 450k array and technical batch (bisulfite conversion plate and scan batch). We adjusted for cellular 479 heterogeneity of whole blood, the tissue studied here, by incorporating the first three principal 480 variance components as their proxy measure. These PCAs were highly correlated (rho>0.9) with one 481 or multiple cell fractions imputed with the Houseman method and have the benefit that they are not 482 correlated among themselves, which allows the assessment of the level of influence of cell 483 heterogeneity on the outcomes as it eliminates co-linearity in the model. In addition, given that the 484
PCAs are an abstraction (e.g. reflect patterns in the data) there is also the potential that these PCAs 485 will capture variation linked to other unmeasured cell fractions. We took CpG dinucleotides further for 486 an assessment of the variance in DNAm when the analysis for a difference in DNAm between famine 487 exposed and controls showed a p-value of <0.001. As control set we took 1000 CpG dinucleotides not 488 associated with famine exposure (P>0.2) drawn by using de D-optimum criterion, which ensures that 489 the 1000 reflect the distribution of both the mean and variance of the methylation of the famine 490 associated CpG dinucleotides. 491
For each single exposure period we calculated the difference in variance as follows for both 492 sets of CpGs; we first corrected the Beta values for age, gender, row on the 450k array and technical 493 batch (bisulfite conversion plate and scan batch) and cellular heterogeneity using a simple linear 494 regression. Next, we calculated that standard deviation (SD) (as measure of the variation) of DNAm 495 (%) per CpG for the exposed and controls separately and finally calculated the mean difference 496 between the famine exposed and (sibling) controls over all selected CpGs. The significance of this 497 difference was established by 100,000 permutations as the correlation between CpGs and within 498 sibling pairs and the parabolic relation between SD and mean methylation violates assumptions 499 required for (non)-parametric tests. We performed restricted permutations using the R package 500 permute (version 0.9-0) as to assess how remarkable our observation is given our largely paired study 501 design. This entails randomly assigning the 0-1 or 0-0 status for famine exposure status between 502 sibling pairs (we do not have 1-1 pairs) and then randomly flipping exposure status within a pair. In 503 conjuncture, we randomly assigned famine status in the individuals without a sibling in the study. 504
Each permutation had exactly the same number of exposed individuals in the sibling pairs and 505 unrelated individuals as in the actual cohort. Consent for publication 535 Not applicable 536
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Figure 1. Model of re-methylation and simulations of plasticity and selection
A) DNA methylation dynamics during re-methylation in early embryos. Methylation agents such as DNMTs compete with a transcription factor (TF) for the binding at the transcription factor binding site (TFBS). The probability that a TF binds depends on its concentration and the methylation status of the TFBS. DNAm reduces the probability that TF binds and therefore increases the probability that DNMTs methylate a previously unmethylated site in the TFBS. Gene expression is a function of the binding of TF, and is therefore inhibited by DNAm. Once a site is methylated, it has a high probability of remaining methylated during the re-methylation period because of DNAm maintenance. Because the binding of DNMT and TF are all partly stochastic processes, both methylation frequencies and gene expression levels are variable between individuals. B) Under the plasticity scenario, we simulate an increase (or decrease, depending on the gene) of [TF] in cases which results in an increase in gene expression (and decreased probability that the linked TFBS becomes methylated). However, variation in gene expression (and thus DNAm) still exists between individuals due to the stochastic nature of the re-methylation dynamics. C) Under the scenario of epigenetic selection, we assume that only embryos with a gene expression level higher than some cut-off value (i.e., right of the vertical line) survive selection. As in the plasticity scenario, this produces a shift in mean gene expression. The mean and variation in gene expression and methylation frequencies acan be quantified and compared between the two scenarios. 
Figure 3. Predictions for the relationship between mean and variance in DNAm
Model predictions for the relationship between mean and standard deviation in DNAm. In each panel the blue circles and/or solid blue trend lines (a LOESS with span=1.0 and 95% C.I. in gray, as calculated by the R ggplots2 package) denote the observations in the simulated embryos that do no experience prenatal adversity ("controls"). The red pyramids and/or solid red trend lines (identical LOESS settings) are the observations in simulated embryos exposed to maternal adversity ("exposed"). A) Relation between mean DNAm and standard deviation (SD) for 750 CpGs in 75 TFBS linked to genes active in the plastic response. B) Relation between mean DNAm and standard deviation (SD) for the 750 CpGs in 75 genes linked to survival when 50% of the exposed embryos fail The mean DNAm (x-axis) and standard deviation (y-axis) and trend between these two variables is given in blue for controls and red for exposed individuals (LOESS with span=1.0 and 95% C.I. in gray, as calculated by the R ggplots2 package).
